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Home Fire Safety
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ire is one of the most dangerous, life
threatening events that could occur in your
home. As a homeowner or renter, there are

things you can do to prevent a fire in your home.
The following headings are intended to provide
the reader with a general overview concerning
this important topic.

Electricity
Electricity is the most useful power source in

our homes.  It can also be the safest, if installed
and protected with properly sized fuses or circuit
breakers. 
Always use Underwriters Laboratory (UL) listed

electrical devices or extension cords. Avoid using
lightweight (16 gauge or less) extension cords.
Most lightweight extension cords are not
designed to carry electrical loads larger than a
floor lamp. Extension cords should never be
placed under rugs, across areas where people
walk or through doorways.
Portable electrical heaters should never be

unattended when in use and not used overnight
in any room, especially bedrooms. 
New wiring and major electrical remodeling

should be completed by a licensed electrician and
must be inspected by state electrical inspectors.
Minor electrical repairs such as replacing existing
switches, outlets or motors, may not need an
electrical inspection. For further information,
check out the Minnesota Department of Labor
and Industry’s Web site at www.dli.mn.gov.  

Candles
The rule for candles is simple. Never leave

candles burning unattended. Burning candles are
not recommended in homes where small
children are present or where there are pets that
could knock them over.

Wood Burners 
All wood burning devices and chimneys

should be listed by UL or a recognized testing
agency and installed by professionals in
accordance with National Fire Protection
Association (NFPA) Standard 211. Inspection and
cleaning of these devices should be completed
annually and more often if heavily used during
the heating season. Remaining ashes should be
placed in a metal can with a tight fitting metal lid
and disposed of outside, away from other
structures.

Smoke Detectors
Smoke detectors

are your best early
warning device to
detect the presence
of smoke in your
home. There are two
types: ionization and
photoelectric. Ionization detectors are best at
detecting fast flaming fires. Photoelectric
detectors are best at detecting slow smoky fires.
Most fire professionals agree there should be a
mix of both types in your home. For proper
placement in your home, refer to the information
in the smoke detector package or contact your
local fire department. 
Smoke detectors can and do quit working

without giving the warning signals usually
associated with a low battery condition. Smoke
detector manufacturers recommend that you
replace the old batteries with new ones every six
months. In addition, detector manufacturers
recommend replacing ionization type smoke
detectors every 15 years.
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Fire Extinguishers
All homes should have at least
one, UL listed, 10 pound, ABC
fire extinguisher in the home
and it should be kept in a
place readily available if
needed. Many local fire
departments provide
training in the proper 
use of this device.

Exit Drills
All family members should practice exit
drills from the home which include a
designated place to meet outside to
make sure everyone is accounted for.
Never enter a burning home to retrieve
valuables.
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Much of the country periodically
experiences severe and sustained cold
weather, with snowfalls interspersed with
periods of melting and freezing. This can
inflict considerable damage on homes.

Here are some tips and steps you can
take to make insurance losses less likely
during extended severe weather. 

• Keep sidewalks and entrances to    
your home free from snow and ice.

• Watch for ice dams near gutter 
downspouts. Keep gutters free of 
leaves and debris so melting snow 
and ice can flow freely. Ice dams can 
cause water to build up and seep into 
your house.

• Keep the house heated to a 
minimum of 65 degrees. The 
temperature inside the walls where   
the pipes are located is substantially 
colder than the walls themselves. A 
temperature lower than 65 degrees 
will not keep the inside walls from 
freezing.

• Identify the location for the main 
water shutoff in your home. Find out 
how it works in case you have to use it.

• Open hot and cold faucets enough to 
let them drip slowly. Keeping water 
moving within the pipes will prevent 
freezing.

• If you haven’t already, make sure all 
hoses are disconnected from outside 
spigots.

• If your garage is attached to your 
house, keep the garage doors closed. 
The door leading to the house is 
probably not as well-insulated as an 
exterior door.

• If ice forms on tree limbs, watch for 
dead, damaged or dangerous 
branches. These could break and fall 
on your house, a vehicle, or injure 
someone walking near your property.

• If you use fireplaces, wood stoves  
and electric heaters, watch them  
closely and make sure they are 
working properly.

• Remember to close the flue in your 
fireplace when you’re not using it.

• If you have to leave your home on a 
trip, ask a neighbor to check the 
house regularly. If there is a problem 
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with frozen pipes or water leakage, 
attending to it quickly could mean far 
less damage.

• If you plan to be away for an 
extended period of time, have the 
water system drained by a 
professional to keep pipes from 
freezing or bursting.

A Worst-Case Scenario

• If you discover that pipes are frozen, 
don’t wait for them to burst. Take 
measures to thaw them immediately, 
or call a plumber for assistance.

• If your pipes burst, first turn off the 
water and then mop up spills. You 
don’t want the water to do more 
damage than it already has.

• Call your agent or company as soon 
as you can. An insurance adjuster 
doesn’t need to see the spill before 
you take action. However, he or she 
will want to inspect any damaged 
items.

• Make temporary repairs and take 
other steps to protect your property 
from further damage. Remove any 
rugs, personal property or furniture 
that can be further damaged from   
seepage.

• Make a list of the damaged articles.

Standard homeowners’ policies will cover
most of the kinds of damage that result
from a freeze. For example, if house pipes
freeze and burst or if ice forms in gutters
and causes water to back up under roof
shingles and seep into the house. You
would also be covered if the weight of
snow or ice damages your house.

If your home suffers water damage, it is
important to make sure that it is properly
dried and repaired to prevent any
potential problem with mold. Remember,
mold cannot survive without moisture.

Check with your agent or company to be
sure you have the coverages you need.
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